Background and Objective: The role of glucose transporters in cancers remains contradictory. We conducted a systematic review and meta-analysis to assess the association between overall survival and glucose transporter s (GLUTs) 1 and 3 to find an accurate prognostic biomarker.
INTRODUCTION
Cancers remain to be a heavy burden to human health and survival, with estimated 14.1 million new cases (ranking as lung, breast and colorectal cancer) and 8.2 million deaths (lung cancer, liver cancer and stomach cancer on the top) in 2012 worldwidely [1] . Regardless of the considerable efforts in interpreting carcinogenic mechanisms and in developing the advanced diagnostic approaches as well as treatments, the incidence and mortality rates of several cancers still increased dramatically over time [2] .
Warburg first showed in the 1920s that increased glucose metabolism in cancer cells were in need of plenty of energies [3] . The glucose metabolism of cells depends on the transportation of membrane transport proteins namely the glucose transporter (Glut) family [4] .
To date, numerous evidences have reported that deregulated expressions of GLUT1 and GLUT 3 are associated with malignancy of several cancer types [5] including pancreatic [6, 7] , gastric [8, 9] , colorectal [10, 11], uterine [12, 13] , oral [14, 15] , neuroblastic cancer [16] and malignant peritoneal mesothelioma [17] , however, some studies depicted longer survival associated with GLUTs expression while others detected no correlation or poorer survival. Meanwhile, no meta-analysis have been conducted to investigate the association of GLUT-1 with GLUT-3 and the survival of cancer patients. Also, no evidence had evaluated their correlation in ethnic subgroups. Therefore, a meta-analysis including all available studies (2008 participants) was implemented to assess the relationship between GLUTs expressions and the overall survival of cancer patients. Consequently, the result would be of great importance in the enhancement of prediction and management of cancer patients.
RESULTS

Study characteristics
The search and selection processes are described in Figure 1 . A total of 910 studies were found through retrieval, of which 215 were duplicates. Of the remaining 695 studies, 652were excluded for either the reviews, comments, or abstracts, being unrelated to the topic and/or not of cohort design. Consequently, after further excluding 30 additional studies for various reasons, 13 studies were available as full texts for the final analysis. Among those 13 studies, 12, which included a total of 1,716 participants, compared GLUT-1 and OS, and 2, which included 292 participants, compared GLUT-3 and OS. All studies were representative, and a total of 2008 participants took part in the present analysis (Table 1) .
GLUT-1 expression and overall survival
The expression of GLUT-1 and OS were reported in 12 studies that included 1716 patients. From the overall analysis, a greater than 1.6-fold higher risk of a poor prognosis was observed for a GLUT-1 positive expression compared with a GLUT-1 negative expression( Figure  2 ). The analysis indicated that GLUT-1 expression was potentially relevant to a poor prognosis (HR=1.63, 95%CI=1.09-2.44, heterogeneity p <0.005). Out of the 12 studies, 2were conducted on pancreatic cancer, 2 were on gastric cancer and 2were on colorectal cancer. In the subgroup analysis, the GLUT-1 positive expression was significantly correlated with the poor outcome of pancreatic cancer (HR=1.96, 95%CI=1.24-3.09, Figure 3) . Furthermore, the subgroup analysis suggested the GLUT-1 led to an increased risk of mortality in the Asian population (Figure 3a) , however, no significance was discovered in the association between GLUT-1 and the non-Asian population (Figure 3b ) (see detailed data in Table 2 ). When analyzing the studies with <30% positive GLUT-1 expression independently, we concluded that GLUT-1 still predicted negative prognoses in cancers (HR=1.97, 95% CI: 1.26-3.07, heterogeneity p=0.054) (Figure 4 ). 
GLUT-3 expression and overall survival
Two studies were available for the analysis of GLUT-3 expression and OS in this meta-analysis( Figure  5 , Table 2 ). The pooled HR from the 2 investigations was 1.89 with a 95% CI ranging from 1.28 to 2.81(heterogeneity p=0.916). No publication bias was found.
Publication bias
A funnel plot was used to evaluate possible publication bias. Priority in positive research results was found in articles concerning GLUT-1 expression and more studies were needed to alleviate publication bias.
Sensitivity analysis
We performed a sensitivity analysis to evaluate the reliability of the results. Every study was removed in sequence at the same time. The results indicated that five literatures may have affected the reliability because of a negative result [10, 11] , short follow-up time [9] , and large [8] or small [12] sample numbers (Table 3) . However, the conclusions derived from our meta-analysis are relatively credible.
DISCUSSION
Cancer mortality seems to elevate at a stable rate; therefore, it requires efficient diagnostic and therapeutic approaches [1] . Increased glucose uptake is an acknowledged characteristic of cancer cells, and applying this feature when imaging tumors using radioactive tomography has become a diagnostic standard [18, 19] . However, no definite evidence distinguishes different types of glucose transporters that affect the glucose uptake from one another.
Expression of GLUTs 1 and 3 could be induced simultaneously by the hypoxia inducible factor 1 [20] . Specifically, GLUT-1 was reported to correlate with the poor prognosis of diverse cancer types, such as colorectal cancer [21] , while Arjen [10] and Elena [11] et al. demonstrated that GLUT-1 improved the outcomes of colorectal cancer patients (although their findings were inconsistent). Additionally, no studies have delivered the survival rate of cancer patients with GLUT-1 expression. Therefore, we carried out this meta-analysis to analyze the association between patients' outcomes and GLUTs-1 with -3 expressions, both overall and within ethnic groups.
In the present research, 12 studies concerning GLUT-1 and 2 studies concerning GLUT-3, which included 2008 participants between them, were included. We demonstrated that GLUT-1 expression was significantly correlated with lower overall survival rate in the studied cancers. Furthermore, in the sub-group analysis, expression of GLUT-1 was associated with shorter OS in pancreatic cancer, gastric cancer and Asian populations, while colorectal cancer patients showed a positive relation to GLUT-1. We also found a correlation between GLUT-3 and the negative survival, mainly in oral squamous cell cancer. A funnel plot was used to evaluate publication bias. Priority was found in positive research results from the articles concerning GLUT-1 expression; however, more studies were needed to alleviate publication bias. When calculating the effect of GLUT-1 on survival, publication bias appeared. We were unable to avoid that aspect because positive results were preferred by journals.
Limitations in this study should be acknowledged. Firstly, the number of subgroup studies was too small to calculate an accurate estimation of the relationship between the GLUT and OS rates. Secondly, because meta-analysis is based on published literature, a significant amount of individual data was not available. Thirdly, when attempting to detect OS in different regions, we were unable to distinguish between longer OS and shorter OS, which may have contributed to publication bias. Two [13, 17] of the studies used univariate analysis to assess the relationship between GLUT-1 and OS; however, they ignored other potential influencing factors. The others were all conducted via multivariate analysis to define the independent prognostic role of GLUT-1.
In conclusion, in this meta-analysis, we identified the discriminated role of GLUTs-1 and -3 in malignancies, and emphasized the predictive function of combing GLUT-1 with GLUT-3 in cancer prognoses. The results provided a novel rationale for applying GLUTs to help predict effective cancer therapies. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Information source and search strategy
In order to identify relevant studies, a systematic search was performed in PubMed, Medline and Embase up to January 2016. The following terms were applied to search for relevant researches in the databases: "glucose transporter 1" or "GLUT-1" and "glucose transporter 3" or "GLUT-3" and "cancer" in combination with "prognosis". In case of ignoring any important and useful information, we also screened the reference lists of key studies and reviews.
Inclusion and exclusion criteria
Researches retrieved from the databases were first scanned through titles with abstracts and then full-text studies were further reviewed for eligibility. Eligible studies were selected in accordance with the following inclusion criteria: human-based studies; pathologically confirmed cancer with immunohistochemistry detection; full text written in English; evaluation of the correlation between GLUT-1 and -3 expressions and overall survival (OS).
If the studies met the following selection criteria, they would be excluded: case reports, editorials and animal studies; systematic review and meta-analysis; studies described the association of GLUT expression levels and survival days; the hazard ratio (HR) and 95% confidence interval (95% CI) did not reported or could not be calculated; full text could not be found; full texts were not published in English.
Two investigators (XC and PL) participated in the search of available references individually, differences were resolved by discussion with another author (JZ) and they reached the consensus on each eligible study.
Data extraction
The following data were collected: first author, publishing year, country of origin, numbers of cases, age, median of survival time, percent of male, diagnostic methods of GLUT expression, high expression, median follow-up time and tumor type.
Statistical analysis
The meta-analysis was performed using STATA 13.1 software. The HR and 95%CI were used to assess the relationship between GLUT-1, GLUT-3 expression and survival of cancers. We used χ 2 and I-squared (I 2 ) to evaluate the heterogeneity. The random-effect model was adopted if the p≤0.10 and I
